


Once upon a time… 
is the common incipit of many 
legends about the discovery of 

coffee as a kind of food... 
a shepherd saw his goats becoming 

restless... 
monks being more alert during 

their long nights of prayer..



Coffee’s Physiological Effects 
More than 90% of the medical research concerning coffee is on caffeine ..

Caffeine is in several different and common drinks, such as: 
  tea            soft drinks        chocolate  
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Coffea Canephora  
Robusta variety 

40% of world production  
22 chromosomes   
0/800 metres asl   
18°/36°C   
2200-3000 rainfall (mm/y)   
9/11 months from blossom to fruit 
Large flowers   
Almost straight furrow  
1.8 – 3.5 % caffeine  
Rounded form   
Weak aroma with woody components 
Aggressively bitter/low acidity 
High in body   

Coffea Arabica 
 

60% of world production                  
44 chromosomes 
600/2200 metres asl 
15°/24°C 
1200-2200 rainfall (mm/y)  
7/9 months from blossom to fruit 
Small flowers 
S shaped furrow 
0.9 – 1.7 % caffeine 
Elongated form 
Intense rounded aroma 
Bitterness / acidity balance 
Good body 





Coffee and Aromas 

Ethiopia  
Tanzania  
Malawi  
Zambia  

Kenya  

Flowery, fruity and a correct  
balance between acidic and  
bitterness  

Fruity and acidic  
with notes of spices and honey  



Coffee and Aromas 

Guatemala  

Costa Rica  
Panama  

An evident aroma of chocolate  

Strong aroma of caramel  
and chocolate  

Pleasantly acidic  

Nicaragua  
Honduras  
El Salvador  



Roasting 



Illycaffè is a 100% Arabica blend made up of 9 ingredients from 
different countries, to reach a perfect balance between body and aroma 



The Perfect Espresso 

• Dose   7 +/- 0,5 grams 

• Water temperature 90°+/-2° centigrades 

• Extraction pressure 9 +/- 0,5 atmospheres 

• Percolation time  5+25 seconds 

• Volume   25 +/- 5 millilitres 



Coffee Brewer







 20°C  70°C 
5°C  65°C 

•Choose a pitcher that holds the required quantity of milk. The level of milk in the pitcher should be between 
40% until 60% of total capacity 
•Purge steam wand to remove condensed water 
•Position the steam wand in the center of the pitcher a few centimeter below the surface 
•Open the steam outlet and move the nozzle to the surface of the milk so that the air makes contact with the milk, 
producing a discernible sound 
•The level of foam needed is reached when the milk temperature is 37°C, body temperature, which can be verified by 
placing a hand on the side of the pitcher. It is important that you begin the process with cold milk      (3-5°C) (41°F). 
Starting with warm milk means you do not have enough time to complete the first stage of emulsification correctly. (see 
diagram) 
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